
Campcraft  
Country Code

and 
Weather



Litter?
What’s wrong with this campsite? 
How could you do better?



Litter?

Minimise packaging
Ziplock bags are good for this



Litter?
You need to keep your litter. Avoid big ‘group’ rubbish 
bags. Have individual rubbish bags    WHY?

BAD



Collecting Water

Collect fast 
flowing water

Use 
purification 
tablets

Boil it

THEN

OR



Cleaning Equipment

Meals you can cook in 
one pan minimises 
washing up. 

If a pan is really dirty 
boil a small amount of 
water and detergent in 
it to clean it

** Don’t leave any food waste (pasta, rice etc) in streams!**



Keeping Kit Dry

WET
DRY

*Pack the inner and 
outer tent separately



Toileting

http://www.wikihow.com/Defecate-Outdoors



Music
Is it acceptable to walk whilst listening to music?
What about at the campsite?

Discuss…



The Scottish 
Outdoor 
Access Code











Take nothing but pictures

Leave nothing but footprints

Kill nothing but time



Sources of weather…

Mountain Weather 
Information Service 
(MWIS)
www.mwis.org.uk



What are the challenges of…

Cold

Wet

Wind Sun

Lightning

Fog



Quiz…

The footpath your on seems to go through a 
farmer’s field that has just been sown. Do you

a) Walk round the edge of the field

b) Keep on going - it’s your right of way

c) Phone your supervisor for advice

d) Flatten the crops to make a clear path for others 

to follow



Quiz…

You reach a gate that’s open. When you leave you 
should…

a) Close it – someone else must have left it open 

by mistake.

b) Leave it open

c) Phone your supervisor for advice



Quiz…

You’ve run out of water. Do you…

a) Stop at the nearest shop for supplies

b) Fill up from a lake

c) Fill up from a fast moving river

d) Fill up from a slow moving river



Quiz…

Having collected your water do you…

a) Just drink it - Scotland has clean water

b) Filter it through a sock

c) Add a purification tablet

d) Boil it 



Quiz…

Ricky badly cuts his arm on a barbed wire fence. 
Do you…

a) Apply pressure and elevation to stop the 

bleeding.

b) Get him to hold it in the nearest stream

c) Give him some aspirin or paracetamol

d) Phone mountain rescue



Quiz…

Having drunk the un-purified water, Jake has 
developed diarrhea. He soils his pants. What do 
you do with them?

a) Bury them in a hole

b) Chuck them in the bushes

c) Put them in your rucksac



Quiz…

When you leave you campsite you notice some 
food-waste, presumably left by another group. What 
do you do?

a) Leave it – it’s not your mess

b) Leave it for the animals to eat

c) Pick it up and take it with you

d) Throw it into the stream to get washed away



Quiz…

You’ve dropped a few matches on the floor at the 
campsite. Do you

a) Leave them – they’re biodegradable

b) Pick them all up

c) Stamp them into the mud



Quiz…

You arrive at the campsite soaking wet (it’s still 
raining). You only have one dry set of clothes left. 
Do you…

a) Change immediately to try and stay warm

b) Keep the dry clothes for night-time

c) Put on the dry clothes and try and dry the wet 

ones over the trangia.


